
A Bunch 721 

Chapter 721: the last person to hide… 

“I’m here to take a look…”Nicholas grinned and slowly approached. His walking posture was extremely 

calm and elegant, causing Johnny to be completely stunned… … 

He did not have much contact with this old man, but from his previous performance, he should be the 

type of fanatic who studied magic and magic knowledge. He did not pay attention to appearance, and 

he was sloppy… He only had a strong interest in things that were within knowledge… … 

However, at this moment, the other party gave people a completely different feeling. Although he was 

still dressed in the same sloppy manner, his every move was filled with a mysterious charm, giving 

people the feeling that he was an old aristocrat with an extremely rich accent. He even had the air of an 

aristocrat compared to those dukes that Johnny had met before… … 

“You… You’re not Sir Nicholas, who are you?” 

The one who spoke was one of the Golden Knights left behind by the Dolan forces. After Sir Fordring’s 

team entered the castle, Sir Nicholas’safety was handed over to the Dolan forces… … 
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And just yesterday, he was in charge of protecting this most respected archmage in the city… … 

“Oh… Of course I’m your Lord Nicholas, Little Tony, oh… No… You’re Not Little Tony, Little Tony is no 

longer here, you’re Little Tony’s brother…”Nicholas slowly approached, his slender fingers pressed on 

the dagger that the other party was guarding against! 

Johnny, who was standing at the side, was stunned. He noticed that the other party’s hands were 

slender, fair and delicate. They were more beautiful than the hands of many women he had seen. Such a 

pair of hands definitely did not belong to an 80-90-year-old old mage… 

“Tony…”the knight who was held by the sword was stunned. That was his younger brother, the younger 

brother of his twin. He died a year ago to protect Sir Nicholas. … 

How did this imposter know about the person who died a year ago? 

Before he could react, that slender finger suddenly pressed on the major artery at his neck! 

He was stunned, and so was Johnny, who was close by. The two of them did not see how the other party 

came over. It was as if they were stuck on a disk and had skipped time. There was no feeling of the 

process at all… … 

“The taste of blood is exactly the same…”Nicholas said with a chuckle. 

While they were talking and laughing, the slender finger had unknowingly cut open the other party’s 

artery. It was only a small cut on the fingernail, but thick blood gushed out crazily. The blood seemed to 

have lost its gravity and floated in the air. It gathered and eventually formed a solid ball of blood. 

Nicholas gently grabbed it in his hand and put it into his mouth as if he was eating candy. His posture 

was still as elegant and indifferent as before. It was not as ferocious and terrifying as cannibalistic flesh… 



Johnny was stunned at the side. He was so terrified that he wanted to help. However, for some reason, 

his body was not under his control. He did not have the slightest strength and did not want to resist at 

all… … 

Johnny was unable to fight back with his strength, and the gold-tier Knight who was being sucked could 

not do anything either. He could only stare blankly at the other party, sucking blood out of his arteries… 

He felt his life draining away and his body turning cold. However, he did not know why, under such 

circumstances, he still could not muster up any courage to fight back, even if it was for the sake of his 

own survival… … 

What was even more terrifying was that the other party’s green eyes were as bright as a mirror, clearly 

reflecting his own condition. Through the other party’s pupils, he could clearly see that his body was like 

a deflated balloon, constantly shrinking… His entire body was visible to the naked eye, turning into a 

dried up corpse-like appearance… 

It was truly a way of dying that made one shudder… 

But it was strange, this appearance was so familiar… … When had he seen it before? 

As the Knight thought of this, he suddenly recalled that a year ago, his younger brother’s corpse seemed 

to be the mummy-like appearance now… … 

At that time, it was said that his younger brother wanted to protect Sir Nicholas, and fought with the 

criminals who had come to abduct Sir Nicholas, and was killed by the criminals using magic weapons. 

Now, it seemed that the truth was not like this… 

The Knight looked at the face that looked exactly like Nicholas. His heart was extremely cold. Perhaps… 

“…”. At that time, Sir Nicholas was no longer Sir Nicholas, right? 

‘damn it…’. 

Even though he knew that this was the murderer of his younger brother, he still could not muster up any 

strength… … 

Why did this happen… 

With incomparable unwillingness and resentment, the Knight’s consciousness gradually blurred and 

finally began to slowly disappear… … 

“Who exactly are you?”Johnny kept struggling by the side. He finally had a trace of strength, but this 

strength seemed to only be used to speak. 

“Artificial Druid Bloodline?”Nicholas looked at Johnny and grinned, “Interesting, it’s quite a waste to just 

absorb it like this…” 

Johnny stared at him blankly. He realized that this guy seemed to have become younger after consuming 

the knight just now… … 

His appearance had changed from an old man in his eighties or nineties to a middle-aged man… 



This discovery made his hair stand on end. He had heard of such a situation in many bards’stories. 

Hundreds of years ago, there was an evil heretic who mastered this forbidden method of consuming the 

blood of others.., it was a way to maintain one’s youth. 

That person was the blood queen who had terrorized the western islands for nearly a hundred years… … 

But no matter how he looked at it, it was a man… 

While Johnny was constantly guessing what the other party was, Nikolay was attracted by another 

movement. The energy warehouse had already started operating due to the mobilization of snow 

outside. Nikolay squinted his eyes, he quickly walked into the warehouse. 

Johnny tried his best to stop him, but he could not move. He could only watch as the other party 

entered the energy warehouse. 

After Nicholas entered the energy warehouse, he waved his hand gently. The mosaic spell that was 

hidden inside the body instantly appeared in the air, just like the ancient existence that occupied the 

body of Bengal Goode in the Crystal Palace, it could directly resemble the mosaic spell in an alchemy 

object. 

His long, white fingers moved quickly, and then changed several of the variables. As the variables 

changed, the energy gathered in the chamber began to change dramatically! Countless energy 

molecules began to split, and then gathered, in less than a few seconds, the energy capsule gathered 

earth-shattering changes! 

———— — 

Outside the ship, Lei Xue and the others were in a desperate situation. Looking at the huge placenta in 

the sky, Lei Xue sensed that it should be a creature that could accept energy… . . 

She sensed that her group seemed to have met a completely unequal adversary… 

How about suicide? … Lei Xue Thought… After all, she had also seen the way those soldiers died. If she 

were to die the same way, she would probably have nightmares even if she was resurrected… … 

But just as she was thinking about it… 

A dazzling beam of light suddenly shot straight into the sky from behind! ! 

All the people who were shrouded in fear and despair were instantly attracted by this beam of light, 

including Lei Xue! 

They had never seen such a bright light before. It almost lit up the entire night sky! 

—— — 

“I see…”in the world of the undead, Reme slowly stood up and stared coldly at the dazzling light beam. 

After a moment of silence, he no longer hesitated and directly tore open two planes… … 

In a corner of the pitch-black city, a shadow appeared. After landing, it flew towards the huge Crystal 

Palace without hesitation! 



722 Chapter 760: this dog egg is not a fish! 

“Damn it, how is this possible? ?” 

Inside the Crystal Palace, the entire palace was filled with shrill screams. Clearly, the monster that was 

wrapped outside had suffered a great deal of pain! 

The crystal inside the palace was still fine, but some other materials, such as high-grade stone floors, 

wooden tables, pavilions, and other non-crystal decorations, were visibly evaporating! 

Marina also screamed in an instant. She could feel the terrifying heat inside the Crystal Palace! 

Looking at her body melting like ice cream, she looked at Bengal Goude in horror! 
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Bengal Goude was the same as her. His body was constantly melting and evaporating, looking extremely 

horrifying! 

Bengal Goude’s eyes flashed with an extremely ugly look. His hand quickly controlled the alchemy 

technique in the Crystal Palace. Then, he saw a large amount of flesh and blood emerging from the 

cracks around them and began to wrap around him and marina. 

As the flesh and blood continued to be injected, an extremely strange phenomenon occurred. The two 

of them continued to melt, but the new flesh and blood continued to reshape. This kind of scene where 

the flesh and blood of the human body continued to reshape and melt.., it looked even more horrifying! 

“What’s going on?” 

A sharp and shrill voice rang out. It was Marina’s voice. Obviously, although the flesh and blood 

continued to reshape, the pain of being continuously melted by the high temperature did not disappear. 

Marina’s voice became incomparably shrill under the torture. 

Bengal Goode’s eyes were slightly cold, and his voice also changed a little due to the continuous melting. 

“We were careless!” 

Such a powerful energy was certainly not something that a battleship of that level of technology could 

use. Almost at the moment he felt the powerful energy, he knew what had happened: someone was 

playing tricks in the dark! 

Someone used fission and fusion to multiply the destructive power of the energy by ten times! 

The one who had attacked must be an arcanist! 

As for who it was, he had also guessed it almost instantly… 

Who else could it be other than the guy who had been plotted against by them? 

That guy could use universal coins to build such a complicated trading space. He must have been an 

arcanist when he was alive. Damn it. He should have thought of this possibility the moment the plastic 

energy cannon appeared on the warship… … 



However, due to the fact that everything had gone too smoothly and that he had placed all his attention 

on Li Goudan, he had forgotten that there was such a terrifying poisonous snake lurking in the dark! 

Wait, that Wind Demon! ! 

“Not good! !”Bengal Goode suddenly remembered something. He had defended this side for the first 

time, but he had forgotten that the person he cared about the most had no defense! 

With this thought in mind, he ran frantically towards Li Goudan’s position! 

Marina was stunned when she saw that the other party had directly ignored her and ran away. The 

other party had disappeared in front of her, but she could not move at all because her body was 

constantly melting! 

She wanted to stop the other party, but she realized that her vocal cords seemed to have melted in just 

a few seconds. Her eyes, which could not make a sound, were filled with endless hatred. Unfortunately, 

in less than two seconds, she could not even maintain this kind of hatred in her eyes. As her head 

melted, her eyeballs fell to the ground like fruit beads on ice cream. They quickly began to melt into a 

mass of blood and flesh that eventually turned into gas… 

At this moment, Bengal Goode completely did not care about Marina’s miserable state. Compared to 

that wind demon, Marina’s value was not even worth mentioning. She was not even comparable to a 

strand of hair! 

However, it also knew that under such a high temperature, a level four wind demon would probably 

melt in an instant. It was already too late for it to rush over. 

However, it did not matter. As long as it could preserve her genes, it still had a chance to clone one of 

her. Although the effect was a little bad, it was still better than nothing! 

As for the guy who destroyed his best body, he swore that he would use the cruelest method to make 

him regret it in the future! 

The melting body affected his speed. By the time he reached Li Goudan’s position, nearly a minute had 

already passed. However, when he hugged Li Goudan to receive the remaining genes.., the current 

scene stunned him! 

At the place where Li Goudan was trapped, countless piles of flesh and blood had actually formed an 

egg-shaped meatball that wrapped around Li Goudan, blocking the attack of the high temperature! 

What’s going on? 

You Didn’t give the order yourself? 

Bengal Goode was stunned for a moment, then immediately realized that this place had been invaded. A 

creature that was not inferior to him had invaded this place, changed his own rules, and used the flesh 

and blood power of this level seven creature! 

Who Is It? 

Bengal Goode stared hard at the huge meatball, his face livid! ! 



———- — 

“You’re dying…” 

Li Goudan fell into a vague state, vaguely feeling as if she had been stripped naked and baked in the 

oven. She could even smell the faint fragrance of meat. . . 

Whoa, Whoa, whoa. What’s going on? is Ben going to cook? 

I thought this thing was raw. What changed? 

But don’t tell me… it’s quite fragrant… 

Should I try it while I still can? I’m about to die, so I should at least try it myself, right? 

“Can’t you hear me?” 

The cold voice sounded again, this time with a hint of helplessness. “Don’t bite, the elf meat isn’t 

delicious after it’s cooked…” 

Doggerel Li’s body tensed up, “Which one of you?” 

It was pitch black around her, she couldn’t see anything. She wanted to attack, but she found that she 

was too weak… 

“Don’t you remember me?”Inside the meatball, REM’s figure slowly stood in front of doggerel Li, staring 

at him coldly. 

Doggerel Li tried to open his eyes after hearing the voice. When he saw the black figure standing in front 

of him, he was stunned for a moment, then he suddenly said, “You’re the Shorty from Yesterday…” 

REM:”…” 

“So You’re the mastermind behind all this! !”Li Goudan said with a tone of realization! 

REM: “I’m not really the mastermind behind all this. I’m just a person who takes advantage of the 

situation…” 

“Take advantage of the situation?”Li Goudan was stunned. “Where did the fish come from?” 

Rem did not say anything and looked straight at her. 

Li Goudan: “This Goudan is not a fish! !” 

REME: “If you don’t become a fish, you’re going to die…” 

Li Goudan: “If you die, then die. Just you wait, this Goudan will definitely make a comeback. Next time, 

I’ll definitely kill you, you damned dwarf!” 

Facing Goudan’s menacing threat, reme didn’t even bat an eyelid and said indifferently, “There’s no 

chance. This is a special space with a special domain. If you die here, your Lord will not be able to revive 

you!” 



Li Goudan was stunned. The other party actually knew that she could be reborn? She even knew about 

the Lord? 

It seemed like… … She was not a simple NPC… … 

F * ck… ? Didn’t the Lord say that this place was filled with dumb aborigines like npcs? How could there 

be an NPC who knew about Gm! ? This doesn’t make sense! ! ! 

Li Goudan’s mind was in a mess, but Reme did not seem to have much patience. She said coldly, “Are 

you still not willing? In that case, I wish you good luck…” 

As she said that, she slowly retreated, causing Li Goudan to be stunned. Because the other party was 

walking very resolutely, it didn’t seem like she was playing hard to get… … 

In reality, Rem wasn’t like that either. Her body that forcefully reduced the dimension was very fragile. 

The guy who controlled the Crystal Palace had already arrived, and he was cracking the biological 

alchemy spell that he had modified. 

He couldn’t possibly stay and waste time with Li Goudan. Once the other party successfully cracked it, 

his body would definitely be killed if he met the other party! 

Li Goudan: “Young Hero, please wait! !” 

REM: “Ten Seconds…” 

Li Goudan: “This fish… how do I trick it?” 

Chapter 723 Confrontation! 

Who Was It? Who Was It? 

Bengal Goode was frantically deciphering the tactics left behind by the other party, but the more he 

deciphered, the more shocked he became! 

The other party’s skill in tactics was definitely not inferior to his! 

Within a short period of time, even if he took advantage of the chaos to change his tactics, he was still 

able to leave behind so much defense. This fellow was definitely an almighty expert from a level 20 

civilization or above! 

Boom! 
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With a crisp glass-like sound, the meat egg suddenly shattered, and a black shadow slowly floated in the 

air! 

Bengal Goode looked over, and his pupils suddenly constricted. Li Goudan’s body had undergone 

significant changes. The feathers on his body had turned pitch-black, as if they were made of metal, but 

his flying posture was more agile than before, the surrounding wind elements were being pulled by the 

wings at a high speed! 



In such a short period of time, the other party had used biological tissues to strengthen this wind 

demon? 

Furthermore, the strengthening was extremely reasonable. If it was him, he would definitely not be able 

to achieve such rapport with the other party. This meant that the other party not only possessed 

extremely high biological transformation technology, but also had a deep understanding of the elven 

wind demon’s genetic structure! 

“Who are you?”Bengal Goode’s melting throat let out a beast-like growl! 

Li Goudan did not reply. His pair of blue pupils were like eternal ice. Just by looking at each other, Bengal 

Goode actually had a feeling that his soul was about to be frozen! 

Bengal Goode was stunned. Before he had the time to make a move, he saw the other party stretch out 

a single hand and quickly draw in space. Following that, a terrifying thing happened. Following the 

change in the variable of the spell.., the flesh and blood in the surroundings suddenly expanded rapidly, 

and the entire crystal palace was filled with huge flesh bubbles! 

“You’re Crazy! !”Bengal Goode cried out in terror. 

He could see that the other party wanted to destroy this place! 

If a mighty figure of the same level wanted to destroy the internal structure of this tactic, there was no 

way he could stop it. After all, a level-7 lifeform was too fragile and could not withstand a tactic of their 

level! 

However, the energy attack outside was not over yet. Once the Level-7 alchemy lifeform collapsed, the 

two of them would instantly be wrapped in the energy of the plastic cannon. With the current strength 

of their bodies.., facing such a level of plastic cannon, they would instantly turn into ashes! 

“You will die too! !”Bengal Goode roared at eggface. 

“Of course I won’t…”his calm tone was filled with confidence. … 

Bengal Goode was slightly stunned. Before he could figure out where the other party’s confidence lay, 

the bulging flesh bubble around him exploded instantly. The same thing happened in the palace outside. 

A huge blood bubble expanded and exploded instantly. Blood splattered everywhere, however, in the 

next second, it was swallowed and evaporated by the heat energy in the huge energy beam! 

Sensing the attack of the energy, Bengal Goode looked at the other party unwillingly. He wanted to 

know where the other party’s confidence lay! 

Li Goudan remained expressionless, but his body floated up like a dandelion. He actually took advantage 

of the heat energy emitted by the beam to float out from the top of the Crystal Palace. Bengal Goode’s 

eyes were wide open… 

He could clearly see that the other party had used the small Gufeng element that had gathered just now 

to create a counterforce, using a small scale to create a large scale, thus drifting away from this huge 

energy beam… … 



To use such a huge amount of energy to use such a small amount of wind element force to push a 

thousand kilograms, this required extremely high precision of control. It was not enough to make the 

body lighter, just like a dandelion.., once encounter uncoordinated wind force such as tornado time, will 

also be pulled into the internal shredding in an instant! 

This guy is not only a creature, but a master of elemental control… 

A Guy who’s willing to choose symbiosis? Is she crazy? 

It was in this incredible moment that the vision of Bengal Gould began to be consumed by a tremendous 

amount of heat… . . 

———— 

“Did you… Knock it off?” 

Everyone looked at the Flying Crystal Palace in a daze on the spot, a moment later, suddenly issued a 

boiling cheers! ! 

With that still shining light, some people could not help but even burst into tears, and the crowd of 

hidden evil spirits to see this scene is slowly retreated into the dark shadows. 

Amidst the cheers, Lei Xue was in a daze. She could not believe it. Clearly, she did not expect such a 

situation. Even with the best budget, she did not expect to be able to directly kill that monster… 

After all, that monster was unharmed when facing the mechanical cannon! 

But if that was the case, the captain should have died, right? 

Lei Xue immediately regretted it. If she had known that the energy shaping cannon was so useful, she 

would not have used such a high power. This time, the captain would probably not even be left with 

ashes… 

Something was not right… 

Lei Xue suddenly turned her head and looked at her huge black ship. She had seen the maximum power 

of the plastic energy cannon, and it was definitely not as exaggerated as before… … 

What exactly happened? 

Lei Xue looked at the ship faintly, and a terrifying thought emerged in her heart… … 

Suddenly, just as she was still thinking, someone in the crowd suddenly cried out, “Something is flying 

over!” 

“Be on guard! !”Wilson drew his saber and roared. Seeing this, everyone quickly drew their weapons to 

be on guard. Without that terrifying creature’s pressure, although everyone still felt a little trembling, at 

least they could wield their weapons! 

“Eh? That… seems to be… Captain! !”Wilson’s sharp eyes were the first to see Li Goudan flying over, and 

he immediately exclaimed in surprise. 



Lei Xue’s entire body trembled when she heard that. She looked over in shock and thought to herself, 

‘he can even survive this?’? 

Of course, she did not want Li Goudan to die, but wasn’t it a little exaggerated for him to be able to 

survive under that kind of energy? 

Li Goudan slowly flew down from the sky, but he did not stop after landing. He quickly walked towards 

the ship. When he passed by Lei Xue, he said indifferently, “Quickly get on the ship, the passage is about 

to open!” 

“Passage?”Lei Xue was stunned. By the time she reacted and looked at Li Goudan, the other party had 

already walked not far away. 

Lei Xue looked at the other party’s back, and her body felt a little cold… … 

The other party’s figure was Li Goudan’s figure, and her voice was also Li Goudan’s voice, but she was 

definitely not him! 

Who Was She? Could she be an evil spirit? 

At a time like this, there was still an evil spirit that dared to sneak in? 

Just as she was thinking about it, she saw another amazing scene. Just as Li Goudan was approaching the 

ship, a transparent energy shield that could be seen with the naked eye instantly enveloped the entire 

ship, isolating Li Goudan from the outside! 

Lei Xue was stunned. She had not activated the energy shield? 

Then, she opened the system, wanting to take a look at the situation. However, she realized that no 

matter how she clicked, she was unable to remove the energy shield that had been activated… 

Snow instantly understood that the plastic energy cannon that suddenly became stronger was not an 

accident. Someone really did something on the ship, and now the control of the entire ship was directly 

taken away by the other party! 

After seeing the energy shield, Goudan Li still walked forward expressionlessly. When she walked to the 

front and back, she gently waved her finger, and a sea of arcane spells appeared in the air. She gently 

waved her small hand, as if she had changed something.., the energy shield shattered like glass in an 

instant! 

Everyone stared blankly at this scene, not knowing what was going on… 

Then, Goudan Li slowly raised his head to look at the deck of the ship. Nicholas, who had already turned 

into a middle-aged man, was holding a glass of red wine in his hand. He slowly smiled at Goudan Li… 

Chapter 724: Surviving a disaster… 

For many people in this city, this was definitely a dreamy day. Even after the ship had sailed out of the 

icy domain for a long time, a group of shabby old warriors were still sitting on the deck, staring blankly 

at the blue sea and Sky… 



Everything had happened too quickly yesterday. Whether it was the disaster or the pleasant surprise 

after the disaster, many people had actually put off the day they could come out. Even if they still had 

hope in their hearts, they knew how slim it was… … 

But it seemed that they really came out just like that… 

The warm sunshine, the warm sea breeze, that pungent salty and wet feeling, how familiar and distant it 

was. At this moment, almost everyone returned to their days as a sailor, a captain, or a captain. 

Everything they experienced these years was like a nightmare, a long nightmare… 
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Many people even wondered if they were in reality now, maybe the nightmare was not over yet… Oh 

No, maybe the cruel reality was still there, but they were just having a beautiful dream now. … 

Some people even guessed that a group of evil spirits had sneaked into the ship at that time, 

deliberately creating an illusion to make them think that they had escaped the nightmare, but in reality, 

they were still in the nightmare… 

However, even though there were people who guessed that, no one was willing to move even now to 

try to find the so-called evil spirits and Pierce through the current illusion. 

No one wanted to move. At this moment, everyone’s guess was not unanimous, but their attitude 

toward handling things was surprisingly consistent, because they could not bear to part with the warm 

sea breeze on the deck. 

If it was fake, then it was fake. If it was an illusion, then so be it. Even if it was an illusion, why would 

they expose it at such a beautiful moment? 

Thus, whether it was those who believed that they had escaped from the sea of bitterness or those who 

did not believe that happiness came too quickly, they all stood on the deck, wishing that they could turn 

into a salted fish… 

Of course, not everyone was so salted. At least, the members of the dog egg in the cabin were very busy 

at this time. 

Cleaning the room, re-checking the equipment, maintaining the body, checking the leftovers of food, 

and so on. They were very busy… 

Unlike those people who had been trapped for more than a decade or even a hundred years before they 

could see the light of day again, the people of the dog egg had been living a horrifying life for the past 

few days. However, to them, it had only been two or three days. It felt like a roller coaster, although it 

was thrilling, they did not experience the despair of those people on the deck at all. Some people even 

felt that it was quite exciting and planned to go back and add some embellishments to this strange 

experience and write it into a book, if he showed his son or daughter the strange adventures his father 

had encountered while sailing, he would definitely be able to gain a lot of worship. 

He even felt that he could sell it to those bards as a story to spread. However, the story had to be 

refined. He could not honestly say that he was just a passerby, but he had to play an extraordinary role 

at the critical moment… … 



Therefore, some of the crew members who had slightly more free time gathered together and began to 

discuss the story of the storybook. 

“I think that should be the case!”One of the bearded crew members suggested. “Alan, you risked your 

life to kill your way out of the Monster Crystal Palace and reported the whereabouts and news of our 

captain. Jones, the guests, and Alan were responsible for risking their lives to lure the monsters to the 

shore. I was the only mechanic who was awake at that time. In the midst of everyone’s despair, I fixed 

the fault on the ship at the critical moment. In the end, I assisted Lord Snow to shoot down the huge 

monster with one shot. What do you think?” 

“Um… I think you have too many scenes as a mechanic, don’t you?” 

“That’s right. And why did Alan come out of the Crystal Palace?”? “You can’t just add scenes for him just 

because he’s your nephew. Why did he come out alone?”? “I think it should be like this. The few of us 

desperately wanted to protect the captain, so we gave the task of asking for help to Alan, the smallest 

one. So, while we bravely blocked the monster’s pursuit, Alan barely escaped from the Crystal Palace to 

report the news.” 

“This… doesn’t it make me look wretched?”Alan protested. 

“Alright, Great Heroes! !”The vice-sailor elder, flog, who was in charge of fishing, clapped his hands and 

walked over. “Let’s pause the discussion of your heroic incident, = Come Over and help!” 

Hearing that, their faces immediately fell, and they said weakly, “Didn’t we just finish our work? Our 

buttocks haven’t even warmed up yet…” 

Without even blinking his eyes, flauger lied, “Aren’t you all heroes? Isn’t it only right for you to do a little 

more than the others?” 

“Sir…”everyone suddenly felt weak. 

“Alright, I’m not joking anymore. The Hunter team has caught a whale, and the others are too busy. If 

you want to have fresh fish to eat tonight, quickly come over and help!” 

“Oh Oh!”A group of people heard of fresh fish to eat suddenly eyes bright, cowhide this kind of thing 

after filling the stomach can slowly blow at night… . . 

———- 

Although the bustle in the cabin was very different from the idleness of the salted fish on the deck, the 

overall atmosphere was relatively relaxed and harmonious, except for one place, where the atmosphere 

was extremely tense, that was the meeting room where the high-level personnel were. 

At this moment, the leaders of two factions were gathered in the meeting room. The people of the dog 

egg, led by Li Goudan, followed by the groups of city forces led by Nicholas. 

The two leaders looked at each other across a table. The atmosphere of the two groups of people 

behind them was rather tense. 



In fact, those who had just survived the disaster did not want to cause any conflict. They just wanted to 

return to their hometown as soon as possible. Regardless of whether they were nobles or pirates, they 

all wanted to return home safely. 

However, there seemed to be some problems with the two big shots… 

As for taking sides, they had no choice. Strictly speaking, Nicholas was one of them. Moreover, they had 

heard that he had made great efforts in this situation. The logic was relatively sound. In such an 

unfamiliar environment.., protecting him was also to protect the interests of his group. After all, no one 

knew how long they would be floating on the sea. 

Nicholas held the wine glass and elegantly shook the sediment in it. The aristocrat emphasized 

everything. The only thing that caught people’s attention was his youthful appearance. 

Lei Xue looked at that guy with extreme vigilance. After returning, she heard Johnny explain the process. 

At the last moment, it was indeed this guy who had tampered with the Energy Cannon’s power, the man 

could directly tamper with the energy parameters of the ship. He was definitely not an ordinary 

Aborigine. She intuitively thought that the man was very dangerous, even more dangerous than the 

terrifying Crystal Palace Monster! 

At this time… Nicholas, who was extremely dangerous in Xue Lei’s eyes, shook his wine glass and looked 

at Goudan Li. He looked relaxed, but in fact, he had mixed feelings. 

The original plan was to control the arcane mechanical boat and head to the western islands to open his 

second backup plan. Then, he would find a way to contact Kersu and the others… … 

In this plan, Goudan Li’s perfect elf body was also a part of it. He needed a stronger body now, and not 

this old man who relied on blood magic to maintain his function. 

And the one who caused the key part of his plan to be missing was this uninvited guest in front of him! 

“Do you want to consider cooperating?”After a long time, Nikola finally opened his mouth and asked. 

His tone was gentle, but there was an inexplicable faint smell of blood… … 

Hearing this, snow looked at her captain nervously. If it was before, she would have warned him about 

the danger level of Goudan Li, but now she didn’t know what to do. 

Because the current Li Goudan… … Didn’t seem to be her… … 

“Not cooperating…”Li Goudan replied coldly. 

The pupils of both parties contracted. They immediately knew that there might be some trouble! 

Chapter 725 the outcome of the negotiation 

As soon as Li Goudan’s non-cooperation came out, the tension in the atmosphere reached its peak. 

Everyone subconsciously tightened their grip on their weapons, and their hearts became nervous! 

To be honest, no one really wanted to continue fighting, including the chubby man who loved to stir up 

trouble the most in these legends. At this time, what they wanted the most was for both sides to 



maintain balance, and for everyone to be in the same boat, then, when the ship reached the shore, 

everyone would go back to their own homes and find their own mothers. 

It was such a simple request. Why did this little girl have to stir up trouble? 

Thinking of this, most of the people in the city looked at Li Goudan unkindly. 

However, no one dared to make a move directly. No one even dared to open their mouths. This was 

because everyone present knew that this seemingly weak little girl could beat them all up by herself… 
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Nicholas frowned as well. It was obvious that he was not in a good mood because the other party did 

not cooperate. 

“Why?”Nicholas said in a low voice, “You should know that you don’t have the right to establish your 

own sect if you choose to co-exist. Cooperating with me is the best choice…” 

Li Goudan was slightly silent when he heard that. The other party was actually right about this point. 

Ever since she chose the path of symbiosis, the path of becoming a deity overlord had been closed to 

her almost forever… 

As for why, the reason was very simple: the public forces of the Federation did not support a deity 

overlord! 

Regardless of whether it was the federation market, the public network, the Federation’s welfare, or 

resources, none of them would be open to a citizen who died. In this world, the only force that accepted 

a deity overlord was the great Lord Sylvanas, who controlled the Northern Star Field, and that was the 

great Lord Sylvanas, who controlled the Northern Star Field! 

Currently, if the undead that could escape from the death realm wanted to return to the path of a lord, 

they could only rely on Empress XI, because that place did not discriminate against the undead, there 

was a huge market that Empress XI had built herself, and there was a second welfare policy that 

mimicked the federation’s system. It was the only place where all the undead could have a fair starting 

point in the real universe! 

But unfortunately… … that faction did not welcome symbiotic undead… … 

In their eyes, symbiotic undead were living humans, and living humans were ostracized in the Northern 

Star region. The undead groups that were constantly discriminated against by living humans were 

already very unfriendly towards living humans! They had a natural malice towards symbiotic undead 

that were enjoying their lives! 

And within the federation, they believed that symbiotic undead were undead that wore human skin! ! 

Symbiosis was an anomaly for both sides! 

Not accepted by groups, without public resources, without a market for trade, no matter what great 

lord you were in your previous life, wanting to rise up again was a fantasy! ! 



Hence, Nicholas was right. Symbiotic individuals did not have the qualifications to establish their own 

factions, and could only rely on the lords who were willing to take them in… 

“Do you think your family will help you?”Seeing that Li Goudan did not speak, Nicholas continued, “You 

should know that among all the races, elves are the least likely to help the undead!” 

Li Goudan pursed her lips when she heard that… 

She also knew this… 

Elves were the race with the most mysophobia in the universe. They hated filthy undead the most. Even 

with her identity, returning to the race would definitely not be accepted… … 

Seeing that Li Goudan didn’t speak, Nikolay’s brows relaxed slightly, and he said with a smile, “So, our 

cooperation is the best, and the only way!” 

Everyone was confused, and they didn’t understand what the two were talking about. On the other 

hand, Lei Xue’s blood was cold. Looking at Li Goudan’s familiar face, she didn’t know what to do for a 

moment… … 

“The only one?” 

Suddenly, Li Goudan, who had been silent all this while, finally opened his mouth and revealed a half-

smile on his face. “It might not be the only one, right? Doesn’t this little girl have a Lord behind her?” 

“You mean that newbie junior?”Nicholas narrowed his eyes when he heard that. “You didn’t wake up, 

right? This is considered a way?” 

“Is that so?”The smile on Li Goudan’s face became even wider. “It seems that someone was brought 

back by a newbie junior!” 

Hearing that, Nicholas’face immediately turned gloomy. 

“Do you think he will tolerate you?” 

“Do you think he won’t?”Li Goudan laughed. 

Nicholas instantly fell silent… 

Although the undead that lived together were not welcomed by the federation and the Northern 

Undead Zone, they were very popular among the private lords that were not undead. After all, most of 

the undead that could escape from the death realm had a rich knowledge reserve, not to mention the 

one in front of him… 

The last thing he wanted to see was finally happening… 

“Are you sure you want to place the weight on it?”Nikola’s tone became extremely gloomy. At this 

moment, the temperature in the meeting room instantly dropped to the freezing point, and everyone 

immediately felt as if they had returned to the previous ice domain! 

Seeing this, Li Goudan stopped smiling and lazily laid on the chair. “I’m sure!” 

Nicholas looked at him gloomily, thinking about whether he should make a move or not. 



Letting this guy go and letting her join the new lord was undoubtedly a huge threat to him! 

But if he really made a move now, the risk would be huge! 

Putting aside their trump cards, the current hardware conditions of the light wheels were very 

disadvantageous to each other! 

The other party’s body was a level-4 wind demon, while he was an old mage of a native human. The 

difference in bloodline was like heaven and earth. It was practically equivalent to Gundam versus steel-

armored treasure… … 

As for his trump card… 

He didn’t think that he would have an advantage against a former member of the elven parliament… 

The most important thing was that once he made a move, if he exploded with too much power, there 

was a high chance that the novice lord would rush over! 

Although he was unwilling, the opponent was right about one thing. He really didn’t dare to face that 

weird junior head-on right now! 

Last time, he had a premonition that that fellow had a card that could instantly kill him! 

Just like that… After about 15 minutes of confrontation, Nicholas slowly stood up. “Then let’s part ways 

here!” 

“Take care…”Li Goudan said expressionlessly. 

“This…”someone behind finally spoke up. “We’re still at sea. It shouldn’t have come to this point, right? 

No matter what, we’ve been through thick and thin together, haven’t we? It’s not very good to chase 

someone down in this vast sea, right?” 

Lei Xue looked at the person who spoke with a strange expression. What did he mean by chasing 

someone off? He spoke as if he was one of us! 

Li Goudan smiled slightly when he heard this. “I don’t care if he stays here as a guest for a few days. I’m 

just afraid that he won’t be willing to stay…” 

Everyone turned to look at Nikola when they heard this. Nikola’s face immediately twitched and he 

snorted coldly! 

Of course, he would not stay. If he could not control this ship to completely block the signal, that novice 

overlord might rush over in a few minutes… 

“Let’s Go!”Nikola stood up and said coldly. 

The crew behind him immediately looked at each other… 

US? Who’s us? 

Everyone immediately took a step back… 



Nicholas sneered. He was about to make an example out of Li Goudan when Li Goudan suddenly said, 

“You want to make a move?” 

Nicholas’body stiffened when he heard that. He turned around and looked at Li Goudan coldly, “You 

don’t want to give me a chance to live?” 

Li Goudan narrowed his eyes. The other party needed fresh blood to maintain his body, so supplies were 

necessary. He naturally could not force the other party too much at this time. 

But at the same time, she could not let the opponent make a move. Because once she made a move, 

who knew who the opponent would make a move against? What if it was against her? 

For existences like the two of them, any trump card could destroy the fragile bodies that both sides 

occupied. Under such circumstances, the strength of each other’s trump cards was very important, and 

the timing of the attack was even more important, of course, she would not let the other party use any 

excuse to make a move! 

“You don’t have to make such a gesture. Don’t you know what I’m willing to do if I don’t let you make a 

move?”Li Goudan sneered. 

“But I do need some people…”Nicholas said coldly. 

Li Goudan was silent for a moment when he heard that. Finally, he said, “Those people in the prison can 

be taken away…” 

Chapter 726: Outer Clothing Passage Opens (Part 1) 

There were indeed some people imprisoned in the prison below. Those people were the lone wolf 

factions that wanted to fish in troubled waters at that time… … 

At that time, the lone wolf factions led by George the vampire had originally planned to take advantage 

of the situation when both sides suffered heavy losses. However, they did not expect that this group of 

people would instantly kill the monster with a laser cannon, after that, they directly opened up a 

passageway. At that time, they obviously could not sit idly by and watch the opportunity to escape. One 

by one, they rushed onto the ship with all their might. 

In the end, they were almost killed by the people on the ship as if they were evil ghosts! 

The final result was naturally that the lone wolf faction was suppressed and locked in the basement… 

George and his group were very anxious now because they could feel the ship moving. However, they 

did not know if the ship had left that damned place or not? 
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The soundproof effect of the basement was too good. This kind of claustrophobic space, coupled with 

the desire for the situation outside, made them feel like they were about to go crazy! 

Finally, just as everyone was suppressing themselves to the extreme, someone came from outside… … 



The leader seemed to be the female captain, followed by two tall men. The few of them subconsciously 

became obedient. They had heard about the strength of this female captain, it was rumored that the 

strongest person in the Southeast region, Lord fordring, had been slapped by her and lost his temper. 

Then, it was the two assistants behind her. Yesterday, one of them had also slapped one of their 

comrades who had wanted to resist into meat paste! 

There was absolutely no comparison in terms of strength… 

“These people should be barely enough for you, right?”Li Goudan looked at Nicholas who was 

maintaining a distance not far away and asked. 

Nicholas frowned and finally nodded. 

George and the others were immediately baffled. 

Lei Xue Glanced at Johnny, who nodded knowingly. Then, he followed the lines that he had prepared 

earlier, he walked forward and said loudly, “Alright Boys, you are very lucky to be valued by Lord 

Nicholas. After that, you will become his slaves and follow him to the Kingdom of Putos!” 

“What?”Everyone was stunned. One of the burly men, who was full of blood tumors, said angrily, “Who 

are you calling slaves?” 

Johnny saw that there were still people who dared to act arrogantly, he sneered and walked up to them. 

“You have two choices. First, you can become slaves and follow Sir Nicholas to serve in the new 

territory. If you are lucky, you might be able to get rid of your status as slaves and have a decent job. 

Second, I will turn you into meat paste and throw you into the sea to feed the fish!” 

“In the sea?”George and the others trembled and said excitedly, “We’re in the Sea Now?” 

“What?”Johnny grinned hideously. “Do you want to be thrown into the sea to have a look?” 

The faces of the group of people turned red when they heard that. They were about to say a few polite 

words when George interrupted them. “We’re willing to be slaves for this grandpa!” 

The group of people behind George was stunned and immediately shouted angrily, “George?” 

“Can you give me some time to persuade them?”George ignored the people behind him and asked Li 

Goudan and the others. 

Li Goudan glanced at that guy named George and Sighed in his heart. He was a smart and decisive guy, 

but it was a pity… 

“Yes…”Li Goudan replied softly and directly led the group out of the dungeon. 

“Convince us?” 

As soon as Goudan Li and the others left, the group of people in the dungeon sneered, “You’re willing to 

be a dog and you want us to be dogs?” 



“Isn’t being a dog better than being dead?”George looked at the people around him coldly. “Didn’t you 

hear that just now? “We’ve come out. We’re on the sea now. It’s been more than ten years. We’ve 

finally left that damn place. Why? “Do you want to be used as fish fodder as soon as you come out?” 

Everyone immediately fell silent… 

Seeing this, George continued, “With our abilities, how can we remain slaves? “Even if we don’t want to 

live under someone else’s roof and want to work alone, how can we not find an opportunity when we 

go out? “Do we have to fight to the death with them right now? “Are you guys crazy?” 

Everyone immediately glared fiercely at George. After a long while, the burly tumor man who had 

shouted the loudest just now snorted coldly and said, “What do you think we should do?” 

Seeing that everyone had not completely lost their minds, George heaved a sigh of relief. Then, he 

looked outside with longing and said, “Let’s go out first and see the sea first…” 

———- 

Just like that, around noon, the group of Lone Wolves led by George obediently followed Nicholas out. 

When they walked to the deck, these people who were usually extremely ferocious trembled. Looking at 

the blue sea and blue sky in front of them, their eyes became blurry… … 

They really… walked out… 

After the excitement, George frowned and looked around. According to what the other party said, they 

would follow the mage named Nicholas out of here right now. Nicholas and the others naturally knew 

about it.., when the old mage who had developed the crystal trade law heard that they would follow 

him alone, the group of people were secretly excited. 

After all, with their abilities, how could a single mage control them. As long as they left this place, they 

would be able to turn against them in an instant. Whether it was holding the old man hostage or 

escaping because they found it troublesome, it was both ways… … 

But at this moment, everyone was puzzled as they looked at the vast sea. From what they had said 

before, they thought that they had reached the port of a certain country, but it turned out to be a vast 

sea. How could they go in this situation? 

Just as they were thinking, they saw Nicholas slowly walk to the place where the whale was hanging on 

the deck. A huge whale was hanging upside down on the anchor. It was extremely huge, almost one-

quarter of the size of the ship… 

Nicholas walked forward and placed his hand on the head of the whale. No one knew what he was 

chanting. A few seconds later, the whale, which had almost dried up its blood, suddenly opened its eyes! 

This scene scared everyone so much that they took a step back. In broad daylight, everyone sucked in a 

breath of cold air. After all, they had already cleaned up the internal organs. They were just waiting for 

the chef to chop the meat and put it into the pot! 

Li Goudan glanced at Lei Xue. Seeing this, Lei Xue hurriedly operated the mechanical arm on the ship to 

release the huge whale back to the surface of the sea. After the whale landed on the surface of the sea, 



it slowly swam back. It had a pair of huge, grayish-white eyes that looked like those of a dead person.., it 

slowly stared at the group of people, causing their scalps to go numb. 

Nicholas expressionlessly floated from the ship onto the back of the whale. After that, he turned around 

to look at George and the others and said coldly, “Go!” 

George and the others instantly turned extremely pale. Why didn’t they know that Nicholas had such a 

method? Wasn’t this the method of those evil necromancers in the legends? 

They suddenly felt that it was better to stay in the dungeon than to follow such a person… … 

The group of people from the city faction in the meeting room who saw this immediately exclaimed, 

“That was close, that was close. Fortunately, they didn’t say that they were willing to go with this guy…”. 

This guy suddenly became young and could directly bring a dead whale back to life. Everyone knew that 

there must be something wrong with this guy! 

Under Nicholas’cold gaze, George and the others braced themselves and jumped onto the boat. At that 

moment, they felt that they had walked onto a path of no return… 

Of course, facing the pale-faced George and the others, the other people who had come from the city 

did not show any mercy. After all, in the city, this group of lone wolves were extremely vicious and were 

the most unruly bunch of bandits. They were existences that were already hated by others. They could 

not wait for this group of Fellows to quickly die… 

As the dead whale slowly left, everyone suddenly felt as though the matter had finally ended. Perhaps 

they could finally have a good sleep? 

Most people thought so, except for Lei Xue. She looked at Li Goudan at the front and felt extremely 

conflicted. Should she inform the people of Luo Fu that Li Goudan had been replaced? 

However, she didn’t have any concrete evidence that Li Goudan wasn’t Li Goudan. If she didn’t admit it, 

would Luo Fu’s people believe her? 

Just as she was thinking, she saw Li Goudan suddenly turn around and say to everyone with a stern face, 

“What are you all standing there for? Don’t you need to work? If you don’t get me another whale before 

nightfall, you’ll all be eating shit tonight! ! !” 

Lei Xue:”…” 

Everyone:”…” 

Lei Xue suddenly understood. Why did she feel like… “…”. The captain’s style had returned? 

“…”…”…”…”…”…”…”…”.. 

Headquarters: 

Although the situation with Li Goudan and the others had caused seer lord to be extremely anxious, it 

did not affect many players. After all, Seer could not reveal Li Goudan’s incident to the public and cause 

panic. 



Hence, other than the sea emperor faction that Li Goudan belonged to, the other players went about 

their daily lives as usual, moving bricks, wandering about… 

During the few days that Li Goudan had gone missing, the hottest topic in the main base was: the game 

had opened an overseas server channel! 

Chapter 727 Storm (Part One) 

“What’s going on in the technology department? The website hasn’t been restored yet? It’s already 

been four hours. Do you know how much traffic we’ve lost?” 

In the Morning Light Evaluation Company in Yodel City, the director in charge of the company’s overall 

content planning frantically urged his assistant. 

The assistant looked at the director’s bald head and carefully said, “Boss, director Yang from the 

technology department said that the number of visitors is too high. In addition, the hackers outside 

deliberately used nonsensical data attacks. Our current server is very hard to load…” 

“Isn’t it equipped with a new server?”The bald director frowned. 

The assistant lowered his head when he heard that. “Director Yang from the technology department 

said that the growth rate is too fast. The server we bought before was soon overloaded…” 
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The director was instantly furious. “These Bullsh * t technicians, they blame the hardware when they are 

in trouble. Why did they spend so much money to invite them to eat SH * t every year?” 

The assistant carefully looked at the other party. The director’s words seemed like a thunderstorm, but 

the volume of his voice was abnormally small… … He seemed to be a little afraid of being heard by 

outsiders, which gave people the feeling that he was extremely lacking in confidence… … 

However, she could also understand that the technicians in the country seemed to be a little arrogant 

recently. They often called for resignation or a collective strike. No one knew who had spoiled the 

atmosphere, which made them, the administrative management, feel very sullen recently… … 

Moreover, now that the dawn review was a critical moment, the director really did not dare to take the 

risk of offending those programmers at this time! 

Since the release of Galaxy, they had only authorized one review company. Several major review 

companies wanted to recruit this game, but they were all rejected, this caused the dawn review 

company, which had exclusive exposure rights to galaxy and communication community, to grow rapidly 

in the past two years. Countless game bloggers and netizens waiting in the game queue had registered 

their members here, this brought a large amount of traffic to dawn review, but at the same time, it also 

put a huge pressure on their fragile server! 

Especially recently, after Galaxy started to promote overseas, it attracted a large number of foreign 

users. In the era of intelligent globalization, virtual communities were used for communication. The 

capacity of each user unit was actually not small, in addition, a large number of game bloggers uploaded 

high-definition large graphics and various videos, which resulted in them updating their server hardware 

almost every six months. The financial pressure was not small. 



However, the critical point was that this huge amount of traffic forced their company to choose to 

forcefully hold on. Outside, the market value of their company had already exceeded 90 billion federal 

dollars. This was already a sky-high price for an evaluation company, there were definitely no more than 

three evaluation companies in the country that could have this market value! 

As long as they were listed, these executives who held shares could instantly enter the peak of their 

lives! 

Thinking of this, the Bald chief editor took a deep breath and decided to bear with the recent arrogance 

and despotism of those program apes, he said in a gentle voice, “Get supervisor Yang to think of a way 

to stabilize the community, even if it’s to temporarily limit the traffic. At the very least, stabilize the 

situation first. I’ll immediately look for the higher-ups to apply for problems with the server!” 

“Yes…”hearing this, the assistant immediately ran toward the technology department… … 

“What? Limit the flow?”In the technical department.., a fatty who was wearing casual clothes and 

dragging a pair of flip-flops rolled his eyes when he heard this, he said to a group of colleagues behind 

him who were playing with their phones, “See? What did I say? In the end, wasn’t it the same opinion as 

the one I gave in the afternoon? These layman leaders are too much. They clearly don’t know a fart, yet 

they want to make things difficult for us. Do you think that in this situation, other than limiting the flow, 

what else can we do? They want us to think of a way. We’re program apes, not Doraemon. What a 

waste of time! !” 

The Assistant:”…” 

Boss was right. Recently, program apes seemed to be a little arrogant. No one knew when it started, but 

these guys didn’t wear formal clothes to work anymore. Shorts, slippers, happy otaku water… They 

really weren’t just letting themselves go… … 

And… 

The assistant curiously looked at the hair of these guys. Recently, he found something very strange. 

Recently, a few technicians seemed to have started to grow their hair back… … 

“Boss, we’re only ten minutes away from work. How do we operate the stream restriction now?”One of 

the female program apes who had just arrived asked. 

“What? We’re only ten minutes away from work?”The fat supervisor shivered when he heard that, he 

quickly looked at his phone, then, he slapped his thigh. “F * ck, what’s there to do with this?”? He 

quickly kicked out half of the people in the server. The queue outside was set to enter and exit. 

Everyone should stop playing with their phones and start fighting. They should finish their work within 

five minutes. The boss still had to rush home to go online and carry bricks! 

When everyone heard this, they quickly put away their phones and started typing on the keyboard. 

The assistant was stunned at the side. She opened her mouth to say something, but in the end, she did 

not say anything. Before she came, the previous assistant who had resigned had already warned her not 

to stop this bunch of stupid programmers from leaving work, the last time the director did this, these 

guys found an excuse to go on strike for a week! 



That New Female Program Ape is also a Leng, secret way: originally this job is so capricious? Damn, this 

seems to be different from the previous teacher described the working environment AH, the agreed 

program ape only sleep three hours a day? 

Ah, IT circle is really good, go back to tell little sister, no future in Teacher’s training, fill in the 

computer… . . 

———— — 

“F * * K, Kick people directly? This dog community, more and more spicy chicken!”In a remote 

neighborhood, a slovenly young man cursed out of the game warehouse, went downstairs to pick up the 

phone. 

Virtual community can not go, can only go to the ordinary community to show off, young people picked 

up the phone charged into the morning light assessment of the ordinary discussion community. 

For a brick-carrying player like him, the only places he could show off were these discussion 

communities. After all, compared to them, those netizens who had queued outside for a year were even 

more miserable, every time he revealed a bit of the game’s content, a group of people’s envious and 

jealous expressions were one of the few things he enjoyed. 

“Brother, you’re finally online. The morning light virtual zone is exploding. I thought you weren’t online 

today…” 

As soon as he went online, a player named Wang poked him. 

The young man looked at this ID. He knew that this guy would definitely ask him for information at 

once… … 

This guy was also a queuer. This guy had been very excited recently because his queue had already 

reached three digits. According to the speed of his queue, he could have successfully logged into the 

game within a week. 

Unfortunately, an announcement in the early hours of yesterday morning might have shattered his 

dream of logging into the game within a week. 

According to the announcement: due to the opening of the overseas channel, taking into account the 

server load, the studio has decided to slow down the queue at the central China Channel. The specific 

degree of slowing depends on the number of new players from overseas. The possibility of the central 

China channel being suspended is not ruled out… 

As soon as this news was released, it immediately attracted a bunch of curses from the netizens lining 

up last night, especially those players who were almost queued up. It was said that they were already at 

the location of the game studio, joint name Human Flesh, they said that they would definitely beat up 

that dog planner! 

What kind of joke was this? The netizens of their own country did not care about the foreigners first? 

Was this planning crazy? Are foreigners your father? 

Therefore, the netizens who had been queuing for more than a year instantly exploded, activating their 

Zu’an bloodline. They ran to the various major platform communities to curse at Xing Hai’s foreign-



worshipping operations, and a large number of communities flooded the screen, in an instant, many 

players who didn’t know about Xing Hai’s game also knew about it, and they all ran to the dawn 

community to eat melons. 

This also caused the dawn community server to crash three times in a day! 

“Brother, you’re finally here. Quickly tell me, what’s the situation in the game? Can we get in line?” 

“That’s right, that’s right. I’ve been waiting for a year and a half. A year and a half, and you dare to 

believe it? It’s not easy to get a hint, and you actually told me to wait for foreigners to go first? On what 

basis?” 

“F * ck, the last time a rich second generation saw my queue order, he directly offered two million to 

buy me but didn’t sell me. Two million? I can buy a small foreign house with all the money I have. I’m so 

stupid. If I knew this company’s nature, I would have sold this queue order…”. “…” 

Looking at the anxious comments, the young man smiled and sent a calm expression. “Everyone, don’t 

get excited. If you have anything you want to know, come one by one and ask slowly. As usual, one 

bitcoin for one question…” 

Chapter 728 Storm (Part Two) 

The value of bitcoin had not fluctuated much in recent years. The peak time of a few hundred thousand 

had not been seen for decades. In recent years, it had stabilized at around twenty-six thousand, but the 

price was still not cheap, for many ordinary people, using this to exchange for a game problem would be 

eating too much. 

But the young man did not panic at all, because he knew that there were many big shots hidden in this 

small community. When he successfully queued up to enter the game, there were people in the 

community who privately messaged him to sell him a game quota of fifty million… … 

As expected, not long after, someone directly transferred the money into the account… 

The person who paid the money was a user called spicy stick youth. When he glanced at the other 

person’s ID, the young man not only sighed with emotion, which was why on the Internet, one should 

never name someone by their name, who would have thought that such a loser name would exchange 

20,000 yuan for a question without batting an eyelid. On the contrary, those who were called an Heng, 

Bing Jue, or young master Jiang were mostly poor people who could not even afford to play card 

games… … 

Spicy stick youth: “Are there many foreigners coming in today?” 
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The youth’s pupils shrank when he saw this question. As expected, these rich people were not fools. 

They immediately asked the core of the question. 

The announcement said that the number of foreign players would determine whether the passage in 

central China would be narrowed or closed directly based on the number of foreign players pouring in. 

Therefore, the number of foreign players was a key issue. 



Facing such a smart user, the young man could only sigh and type honestly, “There are quite a lot of 

them. Because this time, the passageway will be opened directly to many countries. The main base will 

be blown up immediately.” 

“Many countries? D * mn, the announcement didn’t say that. is your news reliable?” 

The people below immediately went into an uproar. Didn’t this mean that the possibility of their 

passageway being closed was even greater? 

The young man immediately typed, “When have I ever sold fake news?” 

They were a group of people who paid the most attention to credibility when it came to information 

trading. A while ago, a colleague was exposed for selling fake news and was directly blacklisted by many 

rich second-generation kids. 

“Do you know how much time I wasted moving bricks just to get information for you guys?”You guys 

actually questioned me? Do you have a conscience?” 

“TCH, isn’t it just going back to the city for a stakeout? How much time can it waste?”A player named 

the fattest player in the family said disdainfully. 

The young man glanced at his ID and his face darkened. This guy was an experienced whoremonger. He 

had always come to this community to buy information for free, but usually, people like him were the 

ones who talked the most… 

However, in order to gain sympathy, he continued typing, “This is really not as simple as returning to the 

city. Due to an accident two days ago, players who have undergone surgery are prohibited from entering 

and leaving the novice birth point. Every time, I can only wait outside the birth point. Every time a 

newcomer comes out, I have to go up and communicate with him before I know which country he is 

from. It’s very exhausting, okay?” 

“Eh? Accident? What accident?” 

The youth thought about it, many of the communities had already released the information about this 

accident, it wouldn’t be nice to take it out and sell it, hence he decided to do them a favor, he said 

publicly: “You guys don’t Know?”? Two days ago, an old player had an argument with a newbie from a 

universe country. He said that he was so angry that he slapped the other person to death. Hence, there 

was a rule that old players were not allowed to get close to the newbie’s spawn point… “…” 

“Universe country? F * ck, the Korean nation is in the game too? Do you know why they got into an 

argument?” 

“I think it’s because the other party said that the game was plagiarized from their country…” 

“F * ck, they have the nerve to come and cheat on their pickle games?” 

“The universe country doesn’t cheat on anything?”The player below replied. 

“That’s true… Eh, that’s not right, is it a serious matter for players to fight each other privately? Is It so 

serious that there’s a special restriction?” 



“That’s the weird part. Do you remember what I said before? This game can only be resurrected after 

surgery, right?” 

“That’s right…” 

“Then what do you think will happen if you’re beaten to death before surgery?” 

“UH…” 

Many netizens were stunned. After a long while, someone carefully typed, “It can’t be… can’t be 

resurrected, right?” 

“What do you guys think?” 

“Hiss! ! It Can’t be? Then where did he go?” 

“How would I know? Anyway, he hasn’t appeared…” 

“Damn, it can’t be? Could it be that we have to queue again? Isn’t this too much of a BUG?” 

When the young man saw the reply from the netizens, he was stunned for a moment. His expression 

became strange. Recently, he had started to doubt the normality of this game. He had some vague 

guesses about the game. If his guesses were true… … That smitty-mouthed guy must be in a lot worse 

shape than rearranging the game… . . 

———— — 

At this time, almost two days after “Galaxy”went online overseas, it also caused a huge response. One of 

the good news media even specially opened an internet connection to invite famous game designers 

from all over the world to conduct interviews, to comment on this game that suddenly appeared in 

central China. 

Reporter: do you have any opinions on this mysterious game that detonated the network in central 

China and now exported 40 overseas channels? Mr. Designers? 

Meimei: I think this is simply a scam, an online version of the Ponzi scheme. This game did not have a 

single actual game scene from the beginning to the end. It’s all thanks to some high-definition graphics 

and private players’posts to promote the content of the game to the outside world. HMM… I admit.., 

this game is quite well-written, but it’s completely unrealistic. Not to mention the game scene, just the 

huge intelligent NPC system is a problem that the current world has yet to break through. And that 

civilized system is even more unbelievable, this is just like those crappy page advertisements in central 

China that claim to be billions of dollars in investment and development, yet people still believe in such 

a low-end scam? 

Western Europe: I’m also skeptical about this game. The main reason is that the origin of this game is 

rather suspicious. If it was developed by a big game company, such as Central China Penguin or Internet 

Explorer, then it would still have some credibility, however, an unknown studio that had no reputation 

before was able to produce this kind of thing. It was obviously somewhat unbelievable. After all, the 

production of a big game required a high cost. And this game didn’t have any publicity before, we didn’t 

know anything about the engine, the progress, the designer team, just like something that appeared out 

of thin air, this was hard to believe… . . 



Red Sun: I agree with the opinions of the above two, however I’m not worried that this scam will 

succeed in our country, because we red sun people don’t play online games… 

Universe country: “Er… actually this game is real…” 

Everyone: “HM?” 

Reporter: “Wow, what a shock, I didn’t expect such a sound to appear in this discussion. Then may I ask 

Mr. Pu Shu Shu, have you been in that game before?” 

“Of course…”the middle aged man called Pu Shu Shu sighed, “I’ve seen this game 10 years ago…” 

Everyone:”…” 

Park Shu: “This is a game idea that our top Korean design circle came up with ten years ago. It includes 

the race settings, job settings that have been exposed now, as well as the construction of the amazing 

civilization force and so on. These are all game ideas that we discussed together back then. For this, we 

even hired top-notch artists to design the character models and scene models. Of course… … These 

things were all paid for by US designers. We just didn’t expect that these designs would leak out and be 

used by those shameless people from a certain country as a scam! !” 

Reporter: “Wow, what an amazing insider. So, Mr. Park, are you saying that this game already has a 

prototype in your country?” 

Park: “No, no, no, it’s just an idea. As Mr. Smith of North America said, there isn’t enough technology to 

realize these ideas yet. This is just a group of us designers looking forward to the next era of products… 

… .. 

Everyone:”…” 

——– 

International community: 

Huazhong Netizen: F * CK, the universe country has come to declare ownership again. Our galaxy is the 

universe country’s smida! ! 

A certain American player: you talk as if this game really exists. Is it really good for you guys to fantasize 

about some pictures every day? 

Red Sun player: How Boring, how can online games be more fun than creating games? 

Universe Country: Isn’t What Park Shu-sensei said the truth? It’s not the first or second time that your 

Huazhong stole from us, SMECTA! 

Huazhong Netizen: Hehe, it’s all your SMECTA! 

The community was in chaos, the players from all over the world were in an uproar. However, no matter 

how much they argued and questioned, this game still ended up overseas. Even though most of the 

foreign netizens also supported the claim that this was a scam… A large number of people ridiculed the 

game, but there were still a small number of people who clicked on the so-called online version of the 

Ponzi scheme… … 



Chapter 729  

San Francisco, USA: 

In the middle of the night, in a commercial building where most of the lights had been turned off, there 

was still a small office with the power turned on. In the office.., a young man with a face full of butter 

and dark circles under his eyes was typing on the keyboard numbly in front of the computer. 

From the color of his skin, it was obvious that he was Asian. From the dense code on the computer 

screen, it was obvious that he was a young computer programmer who was still full of vitality. From his 

complexion, it seemed that he could still be like this for at least five years… 

In San Francisco, there were many young Chinese programmers like him. A certain American program, 

accounting, and computer were the most cost-effective subjects, especially the latter, it was almost 

universally recognized as a “Gilded”shortcut. Every year, about 25% of the people who went abroad to 

study chose a major related to IT. 

Anshun Wang was one of the many overseas gilded programmers. However, this path was not easy for 

an ordinary family. The annual tuition fee for him to enter Stanford University was 400,000 federal 

dollars, adding in the food, lodging, and other miscellaneous expenses, his annual expenditure was 

equivalent to buying a 120-square-meter house in his hometown! 
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In other words, three years of schooling was equivalent to three houses. This was not even taking into 

account some of the expenses after graduation. This kind of expenditure was obviously difficult for a 

family like his, therefore, before he graduated, he had already taken on a large amount of loans. 

What if he owed money. Of course, he had to work hard to pay off his debts… … 

The returns from the high price were not low. Right after he graduated, he found a job in the United 

States with an annual salary of 300,000 federal coins, which was almost five times the starting point for 

graduates from top-tier cities in the country. However, even so… With his current salary, it would take 

him at least 11 years to pay off the loans, excluding expenses and interest… 

Of course… This was under the situation where there was no raise at all. Naturally, the salary of the 

program ape would not be fixed. The rate of increase was relatively objective in many professions … But 

that was a normal situation… … 

Thinking of this, an Shunwang looked at a piece of paper beside him. On it was written the words 

‘reject’. That was the third time this year that he had applied for a raise but was rejected… 

Several colleagues who joined the company at the same time as him had already been transferred to the 

upper level to help develop advanced intelligence. Their salaries were almost double his. As for the 

reason, of course, it was because those people were white… … 

This phenomenon was very common in the United States. This country that claimed to be equal and free 

had never let go of the discrimination of skin color and race. Among these many classes, Chinese people 

belonged to the lower level of the biological chain. In terms of status, they were even inferior to black 

people… 



Black people were lazy, violent, and did not have a high IQ. In theory, they should not be able to 

compete with the Chinese in a society based on strength. However, in reality, they were not able to 

survive in this place. 

Although they were lazy, they were not ambitious, but they were united. At the very least, these white 

people who thought of themselves as noble generally did not dare to call themselves black people on 

the streets. Those who dared to do so would usually be beaten until they did not even recognize their 

mothers. However, when an shunwang came here, he found that many white people dared to call them 

yellow-skinned monkeys. Unlike black people, most Chinese people chose to swallow their anger… … 

Ding Dong… 

Finally, after a long wait, the final test of the project was also completed without any obstacles. An 

shunwang rubbed his eyes, turned off the program and computer, and dragged his tired body out of the 

commercial building slowly like a walking corpse. 

San Francisco’s night scenery was very beautiful, especially at the Golden Gate Bridge. The dim lights on 

the other side of the bridge were connected to the starry sky, giving people an amazing sense of beauty. 

Every Friday after staying up late, he would choose to take a walk here, he often met many of his 

compatriots here, and they were all poor little program apes like him. 

As usual, it was almost three o’clock in the morning, and there were still many Chinese people 

wandering here. An shunwang smiled when he saw this. He remembered that there was once a very 

awesome player who said that he could see Los Angeles at four o’clock every day, he was even praised 

as the mamba spirit, but what kind of spirit was it for them to see San Francisco at Three o’clock Every 

Day? 

Thinking of this, an Shunwang took a deep breath. Suddenly, he felt a sour feeling in his nose. He felt like 

he was going to burst into tears to vent… 

“Hey, brother, What’s wrong? You look like you’ve been dumped…” 

An Shunwang was stunned. He subconsciously took two steps back and looked at the person who came. 

The law and Order in America at night was not very good. Most people who approached you did not 

come to strike up a conversation with you, especially black people. Most of them were either here to 

blow up your wallet or your eyes… … 

However, when he saw that the person who took the initiative to communicate with him was a young 

man of the same skin color and not a black person, an shunwang let out a slight sigh of relief. However, 

he still did not let down his guard. He asked in a low voice, “What’s the matter?” 

There were quite a number of Chinese people wandering around here, but they generally would not 

take the initiative to communicate. They were all playing their own games. 

The person who was trying to strike up a conversation was dressed in hip-hop casual clothes. His eyes 

were bright, and his full beard made him look like a member of the rock and Roll Circle. His style was 

very different from the people around him, because most of the Chinese people in San Francisco were 

program apes, it was rare for them to dress like this. 



“It’s fine. I just saw that you seemed a little lost, so I came over to ask you out of curiosity…”the boy 

smiled brightly. His carefree smile under the night sky made an Shunwang’s heart inexplicably warm… 

In this strange place, it had been a long time since he had received any concern from others… 

“Brother, think about it. It’s not a shameful thing to be dumped by a foreign girl here. After all, the size is 

not suitable. We still have to find a wife in China…” 

An Shunwang:”…” 

“Actually, it’s not a big deal to not have a wife. How can a wife be as fun as a game? “Do Brothers play 

games?”? “Let me tell you, I’ve been playing a game recently. You Don’t even know how fun this game 

is. If you’re a brother, then come and kill me…”. “Ah Pui, if you’re a man, you should conquer the Sea of 

stars. Have you heard of Galaxy?” 

An Shunwang:”…” 

So he was a game promoter… 

He was wondering why there were so many unwarranted concerns in this world? 

At this thought, an Shunwang felt even more tired. He took a deep breath and forced a smile. “No, Big 

Brother. I don’t usually play games. If there’s nothing else, I’ll leave first…” 

“You don’t play games?”That person’s expression changed. “How is that possible? What else can a coder 

like you play if you don’t play games?” 

An Shunwang:”…” 

“Big Brother, I’m really tired. You should find someone else. I’m leaving first…” 

“Hey, Hey, hey, brother, wait a minute…”that person grabbed an shunwang and smiled. “We’re all from 

China, and we’re all brothers overseas. Since You Call Me Big Brother, don’t say that I don’t take care of 

you. Take This…” 

As he spoke, he handed a black card to an shunwang and said, “The activation code for the inner side is 

free of queuing. You can enter the game directly. There’s also a novice gift bag. Keep it well. This is 

something that many rich second-generation heirs in China can not get even if they kneel down and give 

money!” 

Anshun Wang has a deep sense of powerlessness, can only nod helplessly, accept after: “Big Brother, 

how much?” 

“Bah!”That person is suddenly angry: “What do you take elder brother me for?”? A scam sale? I said I 

was looking out for you! Uh… But I do need some bus fare to go back to the hostel. Well, I’ll call you and 

ask you to lend me 100 yuan. I’ll transfer it to you when I get to the hostel . . .” 

An Shunwang heard the helpless nod: “Good… .” 

He is now mainly tired really do not want to tangle with the other party, just spend 100 dollars to buy a 

quiet, when the sales is not easy, especially the countrymen… . . 



After taking out 100 cash and giving it to the other party, he thought for a while and gave the other 

party his change. 

The young man received the money with a smile and patted his shoulder. “Alright, you’re a good friend. 

I’ll accept you as a brother. Remember to look for me when you enter the game. My ID is called world a 

slide. My friends in the game call me brother soap. It’s very easy to recognize!” 

“UH… got it… Big Brother, if there’s nothing else, I’ll be leaving…”an shunwang said weakly. 

“Go on, go on…”said the young man, waving his hand as he counted the change that Anshun Wang had 

given him. 

An shun Wang relieved, turned toward the direction of home to walk, walk a few steps suddenly and 

was called to the other side. 

“Brother…” 

“Huh?”An shunwang frowned, this guy is not enough? That’s it! 

“Don’t throw away the beta code I gave you at a junction… “…”. The young man looked at an shunwang 

with a meaningful look. “Big Brother, as someone who has been through this before, let me give you a 

word of advice. This game is really very fun. If you throw it away, you will definitely regret it…”. “…” 

An Shunwang:”…” 

Chapter 730: What Blue Moon? 

Woo… 

When Anshun Wang opened his eyes again, it was already two o’clock in the afternoon. Looking at the 

dimly lit room, Anshun Wang was in a daze for nearly half an hour before he slowly stood up. 

The housing prices in San Francisco had already been hyped up to exceed those in New York, and the 

rents close to the city center were also exceptionally expensive. Anshun Wang’s main purpose of 

working here was to accumulate work experience and repay the loans, naturally, he would not spend a 

lot of money on housing, so he chose a house with relatively convenient transportation but a terrible 

hardware environment. 

It was close to the subway, and the rumbling sound of the train could be heard almost every few 

minutes. The place was damp, and many mildew spots had appeared on the walls. The light was dim, 

and if the lights were not turned on, the difference between night and day was not that big… … 

After turning on the lights, an Shunwang dragged his tired body and got up to wash up. He had been 

working overtime for more than 40 days, and it had been a long time since he had enjoyed a leisurely 

day at home… … 
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What should he do? 

After washing up and eating a piece of bread and butter, an shunwang fell into deep thought. Only then 

did he realize that his leisure after being busy was actually so idle… 



Let’s just play games… 

After thinking for a long time, an shunwang finally chose the usual pastime of a coder… 

So there was a reason why programmers were often labeled as losers by the outside world. There were 

many hard jobs in this world, such as lawyers, doctors, and financiers. The intensity of their work was no 

less than that of the IT industry practitioners, however, most of their pastimes would still choose the 

social type. Those who were used to it would even find time to go to the gym. 

Only the programmer would spend 18 hours at work facing the computer, going home to relax or play 

on the computer… … 

If you weren’t despised, who would be despised? 

Actually, three months ago, an Shunwang had wanted to change himself. He planned to cultivate other 

hobbies in his spare time, such as basketball, music, dog walking, and so on… 

These things were still very popular in America. However, after thinking about it for half an hour, he still 

felt that… The game smelled so good… … 

Thus, an Shunwang finally laid down in the virtual gaming cabin… … 

After logging into his virtual community, an shunwang quickly browsed through the new games that had 

recently appeared on the shelves. As a coder who often worked overtime, he actually lacked patience 

for entertainment. He was often attracted to new things, however, he would often give up after playing 

for a few days when it came to the payment segment. It was a typical whorehouse for free. 

Empire storm 19th generation, Mengkebao Elf Black Crystal Diamond Edition, biochemical city 91st 

generation, HMM… … and World of Warcraft Super Nostalgic edition. … 

After reading the description, it was said that the level 60 era from 180 years ago was restarted. An 

Shunwang was stunned by what he saw… 

This thing could actually copy cold rice. He remembered that his grandfather’s generation had already 

been taken out for the seventh time to reminisce about the past. It was already a freaking smart era, so 

how could these legendary, Warcraft, sword three and other antiques still appear on the game shelf… 

Wasn’t there any innovation? 

Just as he was speechless, he swept his gaze around and suddenly saw an extremely dazzling icon. The 

metallic texture and unique sci-fi design made the surrounding games lose out. At the very least, the 

icon was very attractive. 

Galaxy… 

It sounded so familiar… 

Huh… Huh… Wasn’t this the same game that his countrymen sold yesterday? 

He seemed to have vaguely heard that many people on the Skynet were discussing that this was an 

online version of the Ponzi scheme… 



After some thought, he opened the introduction of the game with curiosity: 

Galaxy was based on the newly designed space civilization science fiction concept and was built with a 

brand-new engine. With a rich and huge cosmic world view and unique civilization-building playstyle, 

through the fusion of technology, playstyle, and game concept, the product-level evolution of science 

fiction was realized, it would create a completely realistic, independent, and free cosmic world for 

players. 

This world had a rich cosmic worldview and a huge free storyline system. It was not bound by the 

storyline of traditional online games, main storyline missions, dungeons, and all kinds of cumbersome 

systems! It was freer, more realistic, more interactive, and more immersive. The global players would 

experience a truly next-generation sci-fi world with a high degree of freedom! 

Looking at this line, an Shunwang was completely stunned. With just a glance, he was sure that this was 

a domestic game. The thick and exaggerated style was exactly the same as the so-called high-degree-of-

freedom Yin Sutra… … 

Or… Should I go back and play greedy blue moon? 

An Shunwang thought silently. After hesitating for a long time, he finally decided to click on it to take a 

look. In the end, just as he opened his account and wanted to enter the game, he saw the big screen 

display: in the queue, there were 16059412 people in front of him… … 

“Hehe…”an Shunwang did not hesitate to turn off the game and play greedy blue moon… … 

However, just as he turned off the game, an electronic voice suddenly sounded: detected that the user [ 

Wangzai spicy strip ] has an advanced member activation code. You do not need to queue to enter the 

game directly. Do you want to enter the game? 

An shunwang: “Hehe, no, I want to play greedy blue moon…” 

“Entering Starcraft, buffering. Please do not press…” 

An Shunwang was taken aback. What the hell is wrong with his intelligence? 

“Xiaowei? Quit starsea world and open play Blue Moon!” 

“Entering game buffer, please wait…” 

“Quit the game and turn on the…” 

“Play tired of it than a greedy play blue moon, do not move, immediately into the Galaxy World!” 

An Shunwang:”…” 

———- — 

Player: Wang Zai Spicy Sticks, Welcome to galaxy world. As you have an Advanced Invitation Code, you 

will receive a novice gift bag, including 500 game points and a private dormitory, please pick up this gift 

pack after genetic surgery at the hands of the Elven master, vireen. 



An shunwang stared blankly at his surroundings with a confused expression. It was obvious that he was 

still immersed in the shock of being scolded by the AI in the virtual cabin… 

Who Am I? Where am I? What am I doing? 

Did I just… hear the AI scolding someone? 

No, no, how could the AI scold someone. It must be that he had been sleeping for too long and had 

hallucinated. He should have been brought directly into the playful blue moon by the AI… 

Eh. This style seemed to be different from the playful blue moon… 

Just as he was thinking about it, a loud discussion came from not far away… … 

“Wow, this is unbelievable! !”Not far away… … a few foreign youths with blonde hair and blue eyes 

looked around in surprise. “Look, this scene, this metal texture, this pattern, did you see the machine 

that was used to pick up ores just now “Wow, it’s so lifelike. The texture and movement of that 

mechanical arm is even more lifelike than the one at our school’s science fair!” 

“Mike, is this the Ponzi scheme you were talking about? A counterfeit online game?”A fatty beside him 

poked his companion and asked. 

A tall and thin companion beside him had a blank look on his face. Clearly, he was also in a state of 

shock… 

“Hey, boys, add SH * t and Buddha glutinous rice…” 

Suddenly, a deep voice sounded. Everyone quickly looked over and saw a tall green giant clapping his 

hands at them. 

“Wow, this is? An NPC?” 

A few white youths quickly surrounded him and sized him up. 

“Look, the outline of his muscles is so lifelike and textured. His blood vessels are still beating. It’s too 

lifelike. What engine is this game made of?” 

“Yeah…”the fatty beside him couldn’t help but reach out and touch it. Then, he said in surprise, “Wow, 

this touch, touch it, wow, it’s so lifelike! !” 

The face of the green giant who was touched turned black. He resisted the urge to send the other party 

flying with a slap and carefully controlled his strength to move the other party’s hand away. 

Previously, a guy who killed a new player was directly deducted 10,000 points. He didn’t want to be 

punished like this. After all, guiding a new player was only a few dozen points at a time… … 

10,000 points? How many days would it take to move bricks to earn that much money? 

“Hey, fellow student, please don’t stand at the teleportation point in a daze and delay the others from 

coming in!”The Green Titan called out to an shunwang, who was still in a daze. 

He could not help but feel puzzled. Didn’t they say that the central China Passage was temporarily 

closed today? Why were there still other compatriots coming in? 



“Eh?”Looking at the other party’s fluent Chinese, an Shunwang was stunned. This NPC actually knew 

many languages? 

“Brother, what are you daydreaming about?”The Green Titan player frowned and urged. 

“Eh?”An Shunwang was stunned. He stumbled out and looked at the other party. “You’re not an NPC, 

right?” 

He did not believe that an NPC could speak English and Sichuan version Mandarin… … 

“No…” 

“Then… is this… The new map of greedily playing Blue Moon?” 

“What Blue Moon?” 


